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This invention relates in generalto certain new

and useful improvements in children's toys and,
more particularly, to a puppet doll.

It is the primary object of the present inven
tion to provide an animated puppet dollhaving

a body and bodily appendages, such as legs and
arms, which can be manipulated by the fingers
and hands of the userso as to impart to the doll
a unique life-like appearance and Series of move
ments, enhancingits interest and value as a play
thing ortoy for children.

5
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and its associated legand sleeve elements 6, 6',

provide a hand-animated puppet doll in Which

to provide a hand-animated puppet doll of the
type" stated Which may resemble a human baby
orother similar human form, a bird, animali, or

any other figure simulative of familiar animated
characterS.
With-the above and other objects in view, my
invention resides in the novel features of form,

construction, arrangement, and combination of
parts presently described and pointed out in the
claims.
In the accompanying dra Wings (three sheetS)Figure 1 is a perspective view of a puppet doll
constructed in accordance With and embodying
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form of puppet doll constructed in accordance
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- Figure 6 is a perspective view of another modi
fied form of puppet doll constructed in accord
ance with and embodying the present invention;
Figure 7 is a rear-side perspectiveview of the
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box-like element forming a part of the modified
form of the invention asshown in Figure 6, and
Figure 8 is a vertical sectional view takeri along
line 8-8 of Figure 6.
Referring now in more detail and by reference
characters to the drawings, Which illustrate pra c
tical embodiments of the presenti invention, A

derstood inthis connection, hoWever, that these
pair of rompers, a pair of overalls, orany other
customary article of child's wearing appare hav.

ing Sleeves and legs.
The body 5 is provided in its back: Wall With a

longitudinally extending slit or opening 8, sub
stantially coincident with the slit or opening 2,
and is turned back in the provisiori of a continu
ous hem flap 9, which is secured by a line of
stitches 10 to the hem flap 3 of the blanket I.
Therearward portion of the body 5 is addition
ally secured to the blanket around the slits 2,

8, by a line of stitehes li in the provision of a
concealed hem, so that the slits 2, 8, Will con
jointly form a smoothly finished well-defined
Opening through which the user mayimisert the
elitire hand, or, at least, all five fingers, into the
interior of the body 5.

Figure 2 is a top plan view of the puppet doll;
Figure 3 is a longitudinal Sectional view taken
along line 3-3 of Figure 2;

With and embodying the present invention;

, l', in the embodiment shown somewhat resem
ble a child's Sleeping garment. It should be un

elements can, if desired, be made to resemblea

the present invention;

Figure 4 is a top plan view of a modified form
of puppet doll constructed in accordance With
and embodying the present invention;
Figure 5 is a top plan view of another modified

mentS 6, 6', and sleeve elements 7, 7'. As will be

understood by reference to Figure 1, the body 5

It is another object of the present invention to

the hand of the user is effectively concealed from
view so as to accentuate the illusion of reality in
the various movementSimparted to the doll's ap
pendageS.
i It is also an object of the presenti invention

: 2

blanketing or similar fabric centrally provided
With a longitudinally extending split or slot 2, the
marginal edges of which are turned over in the
provision of a hem flap. 3, for purposes presently
more fully appearing.
Mounted upon the forwardly presented face 4
of the blanket is an unstuffed limpi doll-body
5 formed preferably of cotton fannel or: any other
Similar fabric ormaterial and includinglegi ele

Inserted within, and extending outwardly from,

the lower ends of each of the sleeve elements,
Tº, are hollow hand-simulating elements 2, 2,
respectively, formed preferably of rubber, or a
Vinyl plastic molding compound, or any other

similarmaterial, and having inwardly presented
concealed tubular Socket portions 3, i 3', respec
tively, into which theuser may, insert the tips of
thethumb and Small finger: The Sleeve elements
T, 7', are furthermore internally provided with
Securelystitched annular loops of elastic tape
4, 4, for tightly and retentively encircling the
hand-simulating elements 2, i 2', in the regioni
of the Wrist, so that they Will besecurely attached
orheld in place. It Will, of course, be understood
that any alternative method forsecuring and at
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taching the hand-simulating elements 2. i 2.
may be employed.

Inserted within, and extending outwardly from,

the lower ends of each of the leg elements 6,6,
rectangular doll's blanket formedi preferaby are hollow foot-simulating members 5, 15°, re
of a marginally hemmed piece of cotton fiannel 55 Spectively, formed of the samekind of materia as

designates a puppet doll comprising a preferably

3
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the hand-simulating elements 2, 2', and having
inwardly presented concealed tubular Socket por

may be provided in the form of a teddy bear C,
asshoWn in Figure 5, haVinga, hollow teddybear's

tions i6, 6', respectively, into Which the user may
insert the tips of the index and third fingers of
the hand. It Will be noted that the socket por
tions f6, 6', are cocked at an angle to the prin
cipal portions of the foot-simulating elementS 5,

head 24, teddy bear's paws 25, 25', and teddy

5', somewhat in the manner of a knee-joint, so
realistic. The socket portions 3, 3', 6, 6', are,

5

manner aS previousy described in connection
With the puppet dollA.
If desired, it is possible to provide a further

that When manipulated they Will appear more

modified form of puppet doll D, as shown in Fig

O

furthermore, taperedinwardly at theirupper ends
5

knee, So that they Will be securely attached or
held in place, It Will, Of course, be understood
that any alternative method for Securing and at

taching the foot-simulating elements 5, 5', may
be employed.

Finally, the body 5 is provided at its upper end
25

inserted a holloW doll's head 9 formed of the

Same material as the hand-simulating elements
2, 2', and foot-simulating elements i5, 5', and
haVing a neck-like extension 9', Which is short
at the front and long at the back, substantially as
ShOWI il Figure 3. The dol's head i 9 is further

more retentively Secured in place by an annular
loop 29 of elastic tape Stitched Securely Within
and encircling the neck portion i6.
In use, the doll's blanket is draped over the

outstretched hand of the user and the hand, or,
at least, the fiVe fingers of the hand, inserted
through the opening formed by the slits 2, 8, so as

puppet body 5' and the fingers utilized to manip

uate the various limb-simulating elements, or,
if desired, the Shadow box 30 may be set up on

The several fingers, as above indicated, are in

the edge of the table, somewhat in the manner
of the So-called stage of a Punch and Jludy show.

serted into the tubular portions 3, 3', i6, 6',
and moved in any desired direction to imparti life
like movements to the hand-simulating and foot
simulating elements 2, 2', 5, 5'. Although

In either case, the puppet may be manipulated
So aS to gesticulate, make nodding and wagging
mOvementS of the head, simulating gymnastic
perform all sorts of amusing movements and

none of the fingers are necessarily inserted into

the doll's head t9, the long back portion of the
Furthermore, this arrangement Will cause the
head 9 to move around in an animated fashion

Suggestive of the movements of a baby's head,
responsive tornovement in the hand normally re
Sulting from manipulation of the fingers. Ithas
been found that Some children With a high degree

stunts around the edge of the Shadow box, and
CaperS.
5)
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of digital deXterity can insert the thumb of the
hand into the holloW dol's head i 9 and Work the

hand-Simulating and leg-simulating elements 2,
12', 15, i5', with the four fingers. In any case, the
puppet dollA canbe manipulated to provide high
ly a musing entertainment for children of all ages.
If desired, it is possible to provide a modified
form of puppet doll B, substantially similar to the
previously described puppet doll A and compris
ing a doll blanket A' having a fabric body element
5' equipped With a duck's head 2 positioned in

60

It shouldbe understood that changes and mod
figuration, construction, arrangement, and com
bination of the several parts of the puppet doll
may be made and Substituted for those herein
shown and described without departing from the
nature and principle of my invention.
Ha Ving thus described my invention, What I
claim and desire to secure by Letters Patentis:
1. A puppet-toy comprising a blanket-like
member having an opening, and a hollow-gar
ment-simulating body member having a head
ifications in the form, bodily Shape, artistic con

simulating element, leg-simulating elements, and
hand-simulating elements, said leg-simulating
and hand-simulating elements having inwardy
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place of the doll's head 19 and Wing-like simulat
ing elementS 22, 22', inserted in place of the hand
simulating elements 2, 2'. The body element 5º

presented Socket-portions disposed within the
body-member and accessible only from the in

terior thereof, said body member being secured
the body member and said hand simulating and
leg Simulating elements being exposed upon said
face of the blanket-like member, said body mem
ber having its hollow interior communicating to
the opening Whereby to permit the user to insert
the fingers and at least part of the hand through
the opening into the interior of the body member,
upOn one face of the blanket-like member With

is further provided with duckfoot-simulating ele
ments 23, 23, in place of the foot-simulating ele
ments 5, 15', of the previousiy describedpuppet

doll. A.

Another modification of the present invention

terial have Sufficient elasticity so as to hug the
Wrist of the user. At its outer or rearward pe
riphery, the tube is curled back upon itself in the
formation of an annular hem 28 and is pref
erably formed around a relatively stiff ring 29,
Which is large enough for loosely encircling the
uSer's Wristi, Substantially as shown in Figure 8.
Provided for co-operation With the puppet doli
D is an Open-fronted, preferably rectangular
ShadioW box 3 having a rear wall 3 provided
&diacent its loWer margin with a relatively large,
Substantialiy circuiar opening 32 through which
the Wristlet 27 is inserted. It will, of course be
understood in this connection that the aperture
S2 is large enough so as to loosely encircle the
Wristleti 2 When the user's Wrist is inserted there
through. The Shadow box 30 may be held in one
hand by the user While the other hand is inserted
through the Wristlet 27 into the interior of the

to eXtend into the sack-like interior of the body
5, filling it out and giving it a semblance of reality.

neck-like eXtension Will lie on the heel-portion
of the hand to elevate the head 9 to impart the
illusion that the baby-doll is holding its head up.

Wristlet. 2 instead of the blanket-like member .
The Wristlet 2 is preferably formed of a knitted
tube ora loosely woven bias-cut section of fabric

Stitched together along its edges to form a tube,
it merely being necessary that the tubular ma

simulating elements 5, 5', in the region of the

With a collar-like neck portion 8 into Which is

ures 6 to 8, inclusive. The puppet doll Dis sim

ilar in all respects to the previousy described
puppet doli A except that it is provided at the
rear of its body portion 5'' With a slot 8'' mar
ginallystitched to a rearwardly extending tubular

in the provision of gripper-necks m Which are
Slotted, as at S, so as to accommodate and snugly
grip finger-tips of Warious sizeS. The legelementS

6, 6', are furthermore internally provided With
Securely Stitched annular loops of elastic tape II,
l', fortightly and retentively encircling the foot

bear's feet. 26, 26', Which may likewise be manip
ulated from the inside in substantially the same
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5
Said head-simulating element having an elon
gated neck-like Section extending into the hol
loW interior of the body member So as to rest
against the user's hand and impart an appear
ance of elevation to the head-Simulating element,
said hand-simulating elements being provided
With tubular extensions projecting into the inte
rior of the body member for receiving the finger
tips of the user's hand, said leg-simulating ele
ments being also provided With tubular exten
sions adapted to receive the finger tips of the
user's hand and furthermore being cocked at an
angle to the main portion of the leg-simulating

entire doll-like figure extending outWardly from
the opening to give the appearance of a living
creature completely in front of the blanket-like
member, the opening and aperture being in sub
5

0

elements Somewhat in the manner of a knee

stantial registration to provide for access to the

interior of the body member from a Substan
tially concealed position directlybehind the blan
ket-like member, Whereby to permit the user to
insert his fingers and at least a portion of his
hand through the aperture and opening into the
interior of the body member and place a separate
finger in each of all of the arm and leg members
at the same time for manipulating all of said
arm and leg members While the user's Wrist and
armare substantially concealedbehind the blan
ket-like member and thereby imparting to the
doll-like figure an appearance of independent

joint, the tubular extensions being so arranged
that the tips of four fingers of the user's hand
may be respectively inserted thereinto for ma
nipulating said elements While the user's Wrist
and armare substantially concealed beneath the

5

blanket-like member and thereby imparting to
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arranged to provide a Wall-member having an.
aperture therein, said aperture being located en
tirely Within the confines of the Wall-member
and haVing a continuous margin spaced inward
ly at all points from the peripheral margins of
the Wall-member, and a doll-like figure simula
tive of a living creature, said doll-like figure
comprising a head and a flexible holloW torso por
tion with flexible hollow arm and leg members,
said torso being provided With a rearwardly pre
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Sented Opening lying Wholly Within the confines
of the torso, said torso being joined to one face
of the Wall-member With the entire doll-like fig
ure eXposed to View upon the face of the Wall
member to give the appearance of a living crea
ture completely in front of the View-Screening
element, the Opening and aperture being in sub
stantial registration to provide for access to the

animation.

4. A tOy comprising a VieW-Screening element

the puppet-toy an appearance of independent
animation.

2. Atoy comprising a view-screening element
arranged to provide a Wall-member having an.
aperture therein, said aperture being located en

tirely Within the confines of the Wall-member
and haVing a continuous margin spaced inwardly
at all points from the peripheral margins of the
Wall-member, and a doll-like figure simulative
of a living creature, said doll-like figure compris
ing a head and a flexible hollow torso portion
With flexible hollow arm and leg members, said
torso being provided With a rearwardly presented
opening lying Wholly Within the confines of the
torso, said torso being joined to one face of the
Wall-member With the entire doll-like figure ex
posed to view upon the face of the Wall-member
to give the appearance of a living creature com
pletely in front of the View-screening element,
the opening and aperture being in substantial
registration to provide for access to the interior
of the body member from a Substantially con
cealed position directly behind the view-screen
ing element, Whereby to permit the user to insert
his fingers and at least a portion of his hand
through the aperture and opening into the inte
rior of the body member and place a separate fin
ger in each of all of the arm and leg membersat
the Same time for manipulating all of said arm

interior of the body member from a Substantial
40

hand through the aperture and opening into the

screening element and thereby imparting to the
doll-like figure an appearance of independent an
imation, said head haVing an elongated neck
like section eXtending into the hollow torso por
tion so as to rest against the user's hand and im
part an appearance of elevation to the head dur

screening element and thereby imparting to the
doll-like figure an appearance of independent

3. A toy comprising a blanket-like member
haVing an aperture therein, said aperture being
located entirely Within the confines of the blan
ket-like member and having a continuous margin
Spaced inwardly at all points from the peripheral
margin of the blanket-like member, and a doll
like figure simulative of a living creature, said
doll-like figure comprising a head and a flexible
holloW torso portion With flexible holloWarm and
leg members, said torso being provided With a

back-Wall having an opening lying Wholly Within
the confines of the torso, said torso being joined
to One face of the blanket-like member, With the
torso and body-extremities exposed to view upon

the face of the blanket-like member and With the

insert his fingers and at least a portion of his

interior of the body member and place a separate
finger in each of all of the arm and leg members
at the Same time formanipulating all of said arm
and leg members While the user's Wrist and arm
are substantially concealed behind the View

and leg memberS While the user's Wrist and arm
are substantially concealed behind the view
animation.

ly concealed position directly behind the view
screening element, Whereby to permit the user to

ing manipulation of the arm and leg members.
35
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